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Itâ€™s time to change the conversation about intuition. We should begin by asking ourselves one

questionâ€¦Do I know that I am pure, unlimited consciousness?If the answer is no, then this is the

spiritual guidebook for you.Intuition expert and spiritual scholar, Ricci-Jane Adams talks about what

it takes to move from knowing we are intuitive, to trusting and living our intuition. It is way beyond

understanding we all have a sixth sense. Itâ€™s about walking the path of the heartâ€™s intuitive

intelligence, and there are specific steps we all must take to activate it in our lives.In these pages we

will learn how to:â€¢Apply the science of intuition to our daily livesâ€¢Master the governing laws of

the Universe, andâ€¢Gain skill in the specific practices that activate our intuitive intelligenceIn this

deeply personal story, Ricci-Jane shares her own pilgrimage of surrendering the trinkets and

superstitions of the new age to reclaim her spiritual fierceness, wild abundance and unlimited

intuition. Spiritual fierceness comes when we are willing to meet our fear every single day, and

make the choice for love. Itâ€™s the only commitment we need to make to activate our intuitive

intelligence, and meet our unlimited selves.
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I'm now reading this book for the second time, it was so good! The author provides simple

explanations to complex topics in a way that makes the information attainable and useful. She

provides several step-by-step exercises to help you in your spiritual development. She backs this up

with science, so it's not woo woo, and it makes so much sense. This should be required reading of

all humans!

Loved it. Read it twice in a couple of days with my highlighter!

Are you ready to finally be living in wild abundance, joy and success, instead of just wishing for it

and staring at a dream board of the things you don't have? Well, this book will literally change your

life!Showing you practical steps and tools to not only access your innate intuitive power, but how to

actually live from it in every moment of every day. Because when we live deeply connected to our

intuitive knowing we live our absolute best life. And not by working harder or longer, but by being

more connected to our innate intuition our best life comes to us with ease and grace.If you are ready

to stop reading about all the woowoo junk and superstitions that other books say are missing from

your life - that never seem to make a difference, and actually have concrete tools in your own hands

(with no new age props or paraphernalia) to help you recreate your life from the ground up, exactly

as it was meant to be: Then this is the book for you!Since reading this book and using the simple

tools each day, every aspect of my life has changed for the better. Work, relationships, finances,

lifestyle, travel, health, friends... literally everything has upleveled and is continuing to uplevel at a

rapid rate.And what's more, I'm finding joy in every part of it!Everybody needs to read this book. The

whole world will be a very different place when they do.It should be required reading in

schools!Don't hesitate to buy this book.Don't spend one more day living a life that isn't all it could

be.

No matter where you are on your spiritual journey, this is a book to own. For the person who is only

just setting out on their path, a clear, mapped out and relatable understanding of intuition is shared,

providing unlimited possibilities as you move towards greater understanding. For those further along

on their journey, get ready for your consciousness to awaken to a whole new level.

Spiritually fierce is an incredible book, beautifully written and full of deep wisdom.Ricci-Jane's words

hold your hand as she leads you to a much deeper understanding of your own truth and power. She

offers inspiration and concrete tools for your spiritual journey and she guides you through meeting



and releasing your fears so that you can return to love.This book is a must read for everyone and I

highly recommend it.

This book is a must read for every person on the planet! Spiritually Fierce is THE tool to empower a

new generation of love warriors. It explains the concepts, ideas and Ã¢Â€Â˜how toÃ¢Â€Â™ to

access and cultivate your own spiritual self-esteem, intuitive intelligence and wisdom of the heart to

live a life of joy, bliss and love. It is fantastically articulated and presents complex ideas in an easy

to understand way. Thank you Ricci-Jane Adams- for presenting this work to the world, so we can

ALL find and utilise the divine perfection that is within us!! Come get spiritually fierce with us- you

wonÃ¢Â€Â™t regret it!!

This is a well researched and fascinating read. I am impressed with the depth of knowledge that Dr

Adams exhibits in this well written thesis on the nature of intuition. Adams provides actionable tools

to turn knowledge into experience. This is the only book you need to make intuition a real and useful

part of your life.

I have bought my copy and can't wait for it to arrive. I was lucky to be an advanced reader.This book

is an absolute guide book with so many tools that have already started to change my life.It is very

well written and so easy to follow and understand.I will be sharing this book with everyone!!
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